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Abstract: Creating filled or hollow channels within 3D tissues
has become increasingly important in tissue engineering.
Channels can serve as vasculature enhancing medium perfusion or as conduits for nerve regeneration. The 3D biofabrication seems to be a promising method to generate these
structures within 3D constructs layer-by-layer. In this study,
geometry and interface of bioprinted channels were investigated with micro-computed tomography and fluorescent
imaging. In filament printing, size and shape of printed channels are influenced by their orientation, which was analyzed
by printing horizontally and vertically aligned channels, and
by the ink, which was evaluated by comparing channels
printed with an alginate-gelatin hydrogel or with an emulsion. The influence of geometry and cell-embedding in the
hydrogel on feature size and shape was investigated by print-

ing more complex channels. The generation of hollow channels, induced through leaching of a support phase, was
monitored over time. Horizontally aligned channels provided
163 smaller cross-sectional areas than channels in vertical
orientation. The smallest feature size of hydrogel filaments
was twice as large compared to emulsion filaments. Feature
size and shape depended on the geometry but did not alter
when living cells were embedded. With that knowledge,
channels can be consciously tailored to the particular needs.
C 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Biomed Mater Res Part A: 00A:000–
V

000, 2014.
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INTRODUCTION

One major challenge in tissue engineering nowadays is the
lack of suitable techniques to generate artiﬁcial tissues containing a stable channel system. Because most tissues and
all organs are vascularized, hollow channels are needed for
the creation of vascular systems within engineered 3D tissues to guarantee homogeneous access to nutrients and
oxygen, particularly for tissues of clinically relevant sizes.1
Conventional methods to generate hollow channels include
punching out a cylinder after the fabrication of a construct2
or pouring a hydrogel in a mold which contains a ﬁxed component in shape of the desired channel structure which can
be leached afterwards.3 However, these approaches are
restricted to straight channels, which does not allow the
generation of complex channel structures, or by an outer
geometry limited to the shape of the mold.
Nerve regeneration is important to address, for example,
paraplegia or quadriplegia induced by a spinal cord injury,
as it is known that grafted neurons allow the formation of

new circuits or the regeneration of injured axons.4 Stable
channels ﬁlled with a stimulative environment for neural
cells can be used to guide newly forming nerves in direction
and length.5 So far, nerve regeneration has been approached
with 2D patterns6 or prefabricated hollow channels subsequently ﬁlled with hydrogel to stimulate neurons,7 which is
either limited to 2D or deals with the same limitations for
the conventional fabrication of channels.
Biofabrication is a powerful tool to create artiﬁcial tissues by placing different materials and/or cells next to each
other in predeﬁned patterns.8–10 With appropriate deposition techniques and processing conditions avoiding extreme
temperatures, pH values, high shear stresses, and cytotoxic
crosslinking processes, it was shown that biological material
such as growth factors or cells can be included in the printing process with acceptable bioactivity preservation or survival rates. Filament-based deposition is usually the method
of choice for printing cells concomitantly with the biomaterial due to its gentle processing conditions compared to
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droplet-based inkjet printing, where cells are exposed to
high shear forces due to the small oriﬁces. Constructs fabricated according to the desired pattern provide a basis for
further tissue engineering with cellular self-assembly.11
Another critical aspect for 3D bioprinting is the selection
of a suitable ink.12 The biomaterial has to support cell
attachment and maintain cellular functionality for proliferation and/or differentiation and maturation of the required
tissue. Speciﬁc rheological and mechanical properties of the
biomaterial are needed to provide both printability and
mechanical stability to maintain construct integrity right
after printing and during culture. The biomaterial used in
this study is an alginate-gelatin hydrogel composite, due to
its cell-friendly properties and the manifold potential applications ranging from tissue engineering various tissues to
drug delivery a promising material for 3D bioprinting.13–15
Alginate-gelatin was for example successfully used for liver
tissue engineering13 and to culture smooth muscle cells and
aortic valve cells in vitro.14 It can be enhanced with osteoinductive16 and radiopaque17 hydroxyapatite to increase cell
attachment,18 for applications in bone tissue engineering18
or as contrast agent for mCT analysis.15 By printing alginategelatin onto a cooled surface, gelatin acts as immediate stabilizer and individual printed ﬁlaments keep their initial
shape.15 Once the whole construct is printed alginate is
chemically crosslinked with calcium ions for long-term stability19 and to connect the individual ﬁlaments permanently.15 Then the construct can be warmed up—gelatin
probably dissolves, which has no impact on the stability, as
the stability of the construct for cell culture at 37  C is provided by alginate. Cell compatibility of the alginate-gelatin
(hydroxyapatite) hydrogel composite used herein was investigated in a previous study and showed no reduction in the
viability of embedded cells 3 days after printing.15
The 3D bioprinters are mostly advertised based on optimal conditions for performance, printing resolution and
range of processable inks. The highest printing resolution can
be achieved only with very few materials providing excellent
rheological properties, which are most often not the cellcompatible biomaterials indicated as processable inks.
The aim of 3D biofabrication is to enable the generation
of artiﬁcial tissues containing more complex structures.
Early results in printing either ﬁlled or hollow channels
were achieved,20–25 afﬁrming the use of bioprinting to create channels. Channels ﬁlled with material and cells were
printed within permanent bulk material, and cells inside the
channels proliferated while retaining their functionality,20
formed conﬂuent linings21 or produced extracellular
matrix.22 Bioprinting of hollow channels within cell-free as
well as cell-containing hydrogel bulk was realized with the
bulk phase crosslinked, and the channel phase, consisting of
a support material, leached after printing.23,24 On commonality of all of these studies is that the channels were only
printed in one orientation and the channel shape was
mostly a cylinder. However, to create channel structures in
larger tissues, branched systems that are organized in 3D
over several printing planes are needed, and thus a combination of horizontally and vertically oriented structures will
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be a great enhancement. To be able to generate complex
channel systems a systematic analysis of the individual components and inﬂuences of each parameter is necessary.
This study presents the systematic investigation of
parameters inﬂuencing feature size and shape of 3D
ﬁlament-printed channels within a 3D construct. In particular, the analyzed parameters are structure orientation, the
used ink, geometry of the structure and the inﬂuence of
embedded cells. The aim was to achieve the smallest possible feature size for each orientation and ink. This study
shows for the ﬁrst time to what extent structure orientation, ink, geometry and cell-embedding can inﬂuence feature
size through a systematic analysis of the parameters. With
this knowledge, more intricate artiﬁcial tissues containing
complex channel systems can be designed and fabricated
with ﬁlament-based deposition.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of the inks
Low viscosity alginate provided as alginic acid derived from
brown algae macrocystis pyrifera (Sigma–Aldrich, Buchs,
Switzerland) was slowly mixed into phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) (Medicago, Uppsala, Sweden) to a ﬁnal concentration of 4% (w/v) and further stirred during 2 h. Gelatin
type A from porcine skin (Sigma–Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland)
was dissolved in PBS in a concentration of 20% (w/v) and
kept for 2 h at 60  C to homogenize and dissolve remaining
air bubbles. The alginate-PBS solution was thoroughly mixed
with the gelatin-PBS solution in a 1:1 ratio, leading to a ﬁnal
concentration of 2% (w/v) alginate and 10% (w/v) gelatin.
If needed, the hydrogel precursor was additionally enhanced
with pure hydroxyapatite powder (Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium) in a concentration of 8% (w/v). To do so, hydroxyapatite was suspended at 16% (w/v) into PBS before the
addition of alginate, and subsequently proceeded as
described above. Hydrogel precursors for all experiments
were pasteurized at 72  C for 1 h and subsequently cooled
to 8  C before starting the experiments.
Nivea creme (Beiersdorf AG, Hamburg, Germany), a lipophilic water-in-oil emulsion, was used as control group. To
render the emulsion radio-opaque for mCT imaging, the
emulsion was enhanced with 8% (w/v) hydroxyapatite.
For the generation of hollow channels, gelatin served as
support material. It was dissolved in PBS at 10% (w/v) and
kept 2 h at 60  C to homogenize with a subsequent pasteurization at 72  C for 1 h.
3D bioprinting system
An open-source 2-syringe Fab@Home printer Model 2 (The
Nextfab Store, Albuquerque, NM) modiﬁed with a heatable
print-head, fabricated in-house was used as described previously.15 All samples were printed by extruding ﬁlaments
through a 27 gauge plastic dispense tip (EFD Nordson, Vilters, Switzerland), which corresponds to an inner tip diameter of 200 mm, onto a glass substrate. For hydrogel printing
the material was warmed up to 40  C, loaded into syringes
and mounted on the print-head which was kept at 40  C.
The glass substrate surface was cooled to 10  C, which
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FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of the three different channels in bulk material: (A,D,G): horizontal channel consisting of a single filament;
(B,E,H): horizontal channel consisting of four filaments and (C,F,I): vertical channel. (A–C) show the third layer of the printed construct indicating
the printing path of both phases; (D–F) show the 3D objects indicating the printing path and amount printing layers per object and (G–I) show
the 3D object with the channel as second phase.

led to immediate thermal solidiﬁcation of the printed material. After printing, the hydrogel constructs were crosslinked
in 2% (w/v) CaCl2 (VWR, Dietikon, Switzerland) in PBS for
10 min. For printing the emulsion, the material was loaded
into syringes and printed at room temperature directly onto
the substrate; no crosslinking step was needed to provide
structural stability.
Printing channels in horizontal and vertical orientation
To investigate the inﬂuence of channel orientation on feature size and shape of the cross-sectional areas, horizontally
oriented channels were printed and compared to vertically
oriented printed channels. Three different channels were
analyzed: (i) a horizontal straight channel consisting of a
single ﬁlament, (ii) a horizontal straight channel consisting
of four ﬁlaments, and (iii) a vertical straight channel. Figure
1 shows a schematic representation of the various investigated channels, split into top view of the middle printed
layer to show the channel phase [Fig. 1(A–C)], transversal
view of the whole construct illustrating printing paths and

amount of printing layers per object [Fig. 1(D–F)] and transversal view of the ﬁnal object-to-be-printed [Fig. 1(G–I)].
Schematic images were created in SolidWorks 2011 (Waltham, MA). To visualize the channels inside the bulk, the
bulk material of all constructs was enhanced with hydroxyapatite before printing to generate phase contrast for mCT
imaging.
The common printing parameter, including printing
speed, deposition rate, distance between adjacent ﬁlaments
and layer height, were adapted for each ink-printer combination. The principles as used in this study to deﬁne ideal path
width, which is the distance between adjacent ﬁlaments, and
layer height are illustrated in Ref. 26. The printing path of
both phases was optimized to achieve the smallest possible
channel in each orientation. For the hydrogel precursor printing path speed was set to 2 mm s21, deposition rate was
0.0008 mm mm21 (mm piston motion/mm travel) and a
layer height of 350 mm was used. Path width was 500 mm
for horizontal channels and 1 mm for vertical channels. The
emulsion was printed with a path speed of 4 mm s21 and a
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FIGURE 2. Parameters for geometrical analysis. Theoretical minimum distance dmin,t indicates the smallest printable distance between two adjacent strands and theoretical feature size st indicates the width of the smallest possible feature size of the channel cross-section. Theoretical area
At from channel cross-section is calculated from theoretical feature size with the assumption that printed strands fill the rectangle between adjacent strands and adjacent layers below and above.

deposition rate of 0.002 mm mm21. Layer height was
250 mm and the path width was 250 mm for horizontal channels and 500 mm for vertical channels.
mCT evaluation
Hydrogel samples were ﬁxed in 10% neutral buffered formalin (Sigma–Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) for 24 h at room temperature immediately after crosslinking. Samples were
washed in PBS and mounted in a mCT vial ﬁlled with PBS to
avoid drying and the associated shrinkage of the hydrogel.
Emulsion samples were mounted on their printing substrate
into the mCT vial for imaging. The emulsion could not be
ﬁxed with buffered formalin due to its lipophilic character
and was handled with great caution due to its weak stability.
Imaging was performed on a mCT 40 scanner (Scanco
Medical AG, Br€
uttisellen, Switzerland). Isotropic nominal
resolution was 16 mm, energy of the X-ray tube was set to
45 kVp and the intensity was 177 mA. Integration time was
300 ms and a frame averaging of 2 was used. The resulting
images were processed with a constrained Gaussian ﬁlter
with a ﬁlter width of 0.8 and a ﬁlter support of 1. Hydrogel
samples measured in PBS were segmented with a threshold
of 58 mg HA ccm21 and the emulsion samples measured in
air were segmented with a threshold of 21 mg HA ccm21,
which were visually identiﬁed as best thresholds to separate
the two phases. Morphometric analysis was performed
based on parameters used for human bone biopsy analysis
to assess bone volume, respectively channel volume in this
study, within a deﬁned volume of interest (VOI).27,28
Analysis of channel cross-sections
Cross-sectional areas of theoretical channels were calculated
based on the printing parameters path width and layer
height. Cross-sectional area of printed samples was evaluated by mCT image analysis. Parameters used to describe
the various channels in horizontal and vertical orientation
are illustrated in Figure 2. Theoretical minimum distance
dmin,t indicates the smallest possible printable distance
between two adjacent ﬁlaments and theoretical feature size
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st describes the width respectively height of the smallest
possible feature size of the channel cross-section. The crosssections of horizontal channels lie in the xz plane which
leads to an area derived from st,x and st,z; cross-sections of
vertical channels lie in the xy plane leading to an area
derived from st,x and st,y, respectively.
Theoretical area At was calculated from the minimal theoretical feature size in the two directions of the crosssection with the assumption that printed ﬁlaments ﬁll the
rectangle between adjacent ﬁlaments and adjacent layers
below and above:
At ¼ st;1 3st;2

(1)

Printed channel volume Vp, was obtained evaluating mCT
data with morphometric analysis.28 Area of the printed samples Ap was calculated dividing Vp over the length l of the
channel:
Ap ¼ V p 4l

(2)

For hydrogel samples Vp over a length of l 5 5.6 mm
was used for horizontal channels and l 5 1.76 mm for vertical channels; for emulsion samples l 5 4.8 mm was used for
horizontal channels consisting of a single ﬁlament,
l 5 5.6 mm for horizontal channels consisting of four ﬁlaments and l 5 0.48 mm for vertical channels. The lengths
were determined visually according to the longest possible
intact channel volumes of n 5 5 samples depending on the
respective setup. Theoretical areas of the different channels
were compared to areas calculated from the printed and
imaged channels.
Printing more complex channels
A total of ﬁve structures with different channel geometries
were generated to investigate the inﬂuence of the geometry
on the smallest possible feature size and shape of the channel. The selected geometries represented channels in the
shapes of L, T, S, U, and X, respectively, and contained
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straight segments, different rectangular elements and intersections with connecting channels. The hydrogel constructs
consisted all of ﬁve layers, the channels were oriented horizontally and located in the third printing layer. The printing
scripts were individually written and the distance between
adjacent ﬁlaments was adapted between 500 mm and 1 mm
according to the pathway with respect to the curvatures
within the geometry. Hydrogel compositions, printing
parameter, the printing process, crosslinking and imaging
were the same as for printing straight hydrogel channels
(Preparation of the inks, 3D bioprinting system, and Printing channels in horizontal and vertical orientation sections).
Image processing was performed with a ﬁlter width of 8
and a ﬁlter support of 8 for the Gaussian ﬁlter and samples
were segmented with a threshold of 56 mg HA ccm21. Volume of the printed channels was analyzed as in mCT evaluation section and compared to the theoretical channel
volume calculated from the channel length multiplied with
At (Analysis of channel cross-sections section) within the
same volume of interest. The evaluated VOI for all channel
structures was 6.5 3 5.5 3 1.75 mm3.
Inﬂuence of cell-embedding on feature size and shape
For the printing of cell-containing constructs with more
complex channels, alginate-gelatin hydrogel precursor was
enhanced with cells in both phases. To provide aseptic conditions for the experiment, the printer was cleaned with
70% ethanol and moved into a biological safety cabinet
(NU-440–600, NuAire, Plymouth, MN). Human mesenchymal
stem cells (hMSCs) in sixth passage (P6) with the properties
described in Ref. 29 were labeled with CellTrackerTM Green
CMFDA for the bulk phase and with CellTrackerTM Red
CMTPX for the channel phase (both CellTrackerTM from Life
Technologies, Ltd, Zug, Switzerland). For the labeling solution, both CellTrackerTM were dissolved in anhydrous dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO)
(Fluka-Chemie
AG,
Buchs,
Switzerland), respectively at a concentration of 10 mM and
subsequently mixed with Dulbecco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s
medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen Basel, Switzerland) to achieve
working solutions of 25 mM. Per 10 million cells 500 mL of
25 mM working solution was used. Cells were incubated in
the CellTrackerTM working solutions for 30 min followed by
an incubation in control media consisting of DMEM with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 1% antibiotic/antimycotic solution (all obtained from Invitrogen, Basel, Switzerland) for another 30 min. Labeled cells were thoroughly
mixed into 40  C-tempered hydrogel precursors at a concentration of 10 million cells/mL precursor with a spatula.
Each labeled solution was ﬁlled in one of the two syringes
and mounted in the print-head. The same structures as in
Printing more complex channels section were printed and
crosslinked as described in 3D bioprinting system section.
Control medium was additionally supplemented with 0.25%
(w/v) CaCl2 to maintain the structural integrity of the constructs during over-night incubation.
To assess the inﬂuence of cell-embedding on feature size
and shape, the same geometries were printed with hydrogel
alone. For this control group, the alginate-gelatin hydrogel

precursor was labeled with ﬂuorescein 5(6)-isothiocyanate
(FITC) in the bulk phase and the hydrogel precursor for the
channel phase was labeled with tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) (both from Sigma Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland). FITC as well as TRITC were dissolved in
anhydrous DMSO at a concentration of 5 mg mL21 by mixing the solutions for 1 h on a plate-shaker protected from
light. To stain alginate-gelatin with FITC, 5 mL of the FITCDMSO solution was added per ml hydrogel precursor; to
stain alginate-gelatin with TRITC, 10 mL of the TRITC-DMSO
solution per ml hydrogel precursor was added. The ﬂuorescent working solutions were mixed into the hydrogel precursors at 40  C with a spatula. Samples were printed and
crosslinked equally to the cell-containing samples.
Samples from both groups were imaged alike in bottom
view and lateral view with an inverted microscope (Olympus
IX51, Volketswil, Switzerland) with a 23 objective. For the lateral view samples were sectioned into 1-mm thick slices. CellTrackerTM Green as well as FITC stained hydrogel was
visualized with the FITC ﬁlter (wavelength 530 nm, bandwidth
30 nm), CellTrackerTM Red and TRITC stained hydrogel was
detected with the TRITC ﬁlter (wavelength 590 nm, bandwidth
34 nm). Background noise of the images was removed and the
image contrast was enhanced in the microscope software
“cellSens Standard” by adapting the signal-to-light intensity
range of the RGB channels in the histogram. Intensity of the
images from the hydrogel-only group taken with the TRITC ﬁlter was reduced to a single intensity which varied between
[139, 139] and [246, 246], depending on the image and its
respective focus during imaging. The images from both channels were combined in the microscope software.
Generation of hollow channels
The direct generation of hollow channels within a hydrogel
bulk is difﬁcult due to the missing initial construct stability
when bridging hollow structures with a hydrogel. A more elaborated approach is to ﬁll channels during printing with a
support material which is leached afterwards. Size of the
printed channels, ﬁlled with gelatin, was varied between one,
four and nine ﬁlaments, organized in matrices of 1, 2 3 2,
and 3 3 3, like in Figure 1(D,G) and Figure 1(E,H). To
strengthen the investigation of gelatin leaching depending on
channel size, the channel composed of 3 3 3 ﬁlaments was
additionally added. With a path width of 500 mm and a layer
height of 350 mm, the expected sizes of the channels were
500 3 350 mm2, 1000 3 700 mm2, and 1500 3 1050 mm2,
respectively. The surrounding bulk material was constantly
set to two layers of ﬁlaments in all directions for all constructs. In analogy to Inﬂuence of cell-embedding on feature
size and shape section, alginate-gelatin hydrogel precursor
was stained with FITC and gelatin was stained with TRITC
before printing. Samples were printed and crosslinked as
described in 3D bioprinting system section. A piece of 5 mm
length was cut out of the 20 mm long samples with a razor
blade from the middle of the samples for longitudinal imaging
and a 1 mm thick disc for cross-sectional imaging. Samples
were moved into eight-well nuncTM Lab-TekTM Chambered
Coverglass (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc, Wohlen, Switzerland)
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ﬁlled with 500 mL PBS which additionally contained 0.25%
(w/v) CaCl2 to maintain the structural integrity of the constructs. Gelatin starts leaching once heated up above room
temperature. The constructs were kept on ice until the ﬁrst
imaging time point was taken and moved to 37  C to initialize
gelatin leaching immediately after. Gelatin leaching was monitored with an inverted microscope and a 23 objective during
3 h with imaging time points after 30, 90, and 180 min to
assess the formation of hollow channels. Before and after
each imaging time point the well was carefully moved to generate medium ﬂuctuation to distribute the leached gelatin in
the well reducing the signal of the leached gelatin close to the
object for imaging and to enhance gelatin leaching. The
signal-to-light intensity ranges of the images were adjusted as
described in Inﬂuence of cell-embedding on feature size and
shape section.
Statistical analysis
All quantitative values are reported as means 6 standard
deviation with n 5 5 samples per group. To compare groups,
statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed
using PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS, Chicago, IL), applying an
univariate ANOVA with Bonferroni Post Hoc test. p values
<0.05 were considered statistically signiﬁcant and p < 0.01
highly statistically signiﬁcant.
RESULTS

Printing channels in horizontal and vertical orientation
Filament-based 3D bioprinting requires at least two connected points in one printing layer to generate material output. To reduce a channel to the least possible amount of
points based on that condition, the channel in vertical orientation was deﬁned with four points in a 2 3 2 matrix. To be
able to compare vertical- versus horizontal channel orientation, a horizontal channel consisting of four ﬁlaments, which
corresponds to the four points in the vertical orientation, was
added. It was observed during ink deposition that material
accumulation occurred when printing curvatures. For straight
channels in horizontal orientation curvatures were located
only at the end of the construct and did not affect the area of
interest [Fig. 1(A,B)]. In contrast, when printing straight channels in vertical orientation, where curvatures were present in
the construct [Fig. 1(C)], material accumulation occurred in
the middle of the geometry. This additional material deposition had to be compensated by providing enhanced lateral
space. The distance between adjacent ﬁlaments had to be
doubled for printing the vertical channels compared to the
horizontal channels to be able to print a decent cylindrical
geometry. Representative images of printed channels analyzed by mCT are illustrated in Figure 3 as negatives for a
more informative presentation—implying that the channel
phase is visible in the image instead of the hydroxyapatiteenhanced radiopaque bulk phase. The outer dimensions of
the constructs are indicated with the box.
Channel cross-sectional area
Cross-sectional areas of the theoretical and the printed
channels were evaluated; the parameters used for calcula-
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tions are illustrated in Figure 2. For hydrogel precursor
printing dmin,t 5 500 mm was used for horizontal channels
and dmin,t 5 1 mm was used for vertical channels. Theoretical feature size for a horizontal channel consisting of a single ﬁlament was st,x 5 500 mm and st,z 5 350 mm
considering a layer height of 350 mm, and for the horizontal channel consisting of four ﬁlaments it was st,x 5 1 mm
and st,z 5 700 mm, respectively. For a vertical channel the
calculation of the theoretical feature size led to st,x 5 2 mm
and st,y 5 2 mm. Theoretical cross-sectional area of the
hydrogel channels calculated with Eq. (1) was
At 5 0.18 mm2 for a horizontal channel consisting of a single ﬁlament, At 5 0.7 mm2 for a horizontal channel consisting of four ﬁlaments and At 5 4 mm2 for a vertical channel
(Table I).
The emulsion was printed with dmin,t 5 250 mm for horizontal channels and dmin,t 5 500 mm for vertical channels
with a layer height of 250 mm; leading to st,x 5 250 mm and
st,z 5 250 mm for a horizontal channel consisting of a single
ﬁlament, st,x 5 500 mm and st,z 5 500 mm for a horizontal
channel consisting of four ﬁlaments and st,x 5 1 mm and
st,y 5 1 mm for a vertical channel, respectively. Theoretical
cross-sectional area of the emulsion channels calculated
with Eq. (1) was At 5 0.06 mm2 for a horizontal channel
consisting of a single ﬁlament, At 5 0.25 mm2 for a horizontal channel consisting of four ﬁlaments and At 5 1 mm2 for
a vertical channel (Table I).
The printed samples were analyzed with mCT analysis
regarding channel volumes. The average area over a certain
length was calculated with Eq. (2) (Table I). For the printed
hydrogel samples, channel cross-sectional areas were
Ap 5 0.3 6 0.1 mm2 for horizontal channels consisting of a
single ﬁlament, Ap 5 1.0 6 0.2 mm2 for horizontal channels
consisting of four ﬁlaments and Ap 5 6.8 6 0.9 mm2 for vertical channels. Channel cross-sectional areas of printed
emulsion samples were Ap 5 0.1 6 0.0 mm2 for horizontal
channels consisting of a single ﬁlament, Ap 5 0.2 6 0.0 mm2
for horizontal channels consisting of four ﬁlaments and
Ap 5 0.9 6 0.3 mm2 for vertical channels.
To compare printed to theoretical cross-sectional area of
the different channels, the ratios of Ap/At were calculated
(Table I). For the hydrogel groups the average Ap was larger
than At. Ap was only in the range of At in the group with
horizontal channels consisting of a single ﬁlament. For the
hydrogel channels no statistical difference was detected
between Ap of horizontal channels consisting of a single ﬁlament compared to horizontal channels consisting of four ﬁlaments. Channel orientation had a statistically signiﬁcant
effect at p < 0.01 in Ap between the vertical channels compared to the horizontal channels. For channels printed with
emulsion the average Ap was smaller than At. Ap was only in
the range of At in the group with vertical channels. For the
emulsion channels statistically signiﬁcant differences of Ap
were consistent with the hydrogel group, with a statistically
signiﬁcant difference at p < 0.01 between the vertical channels and the horizontal channels, respectively. Plots in Figure 4 illustrate Ap (column) and At (dashed line) of the
hydrogel and emulsion channels in the various orientations.
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FIGURE 3. Negative images of printed channels in bulk material. The left column shows representative samples printed with hydrogel and the
right column shows representative samples printed with emulsion. Row (A) shows the horizontal channels consisting of a single filament in
bulk material, row (B) the horizontal channels consisting of four filaments in bulk material and row (C) the vertical channels in bulk material.

Structure orientation effects
To assess the inﬂuence of structure orientation on feature
size, At and Ap were compared between the different channels and their deviation factors At/At and Ap/Ap summarized
in Figure 5(A). At of the vertical hydrogel channel was 233
larger than At of the horizontal channel consisting of a single
ﬁlament and 63 larger than At of the horizontal channel consisting of four ﬁlaments. For the emulsion, At was 163 and
43 larger, respectively. For printed hydrogel constructs, Ap of
vertical channels was on average 233 larger compared to Ap
of horizontal channels consisting of a single ﬁlament and on
average 73 larger compared to Ap of horizontal channels
consisting of four ﬁlaments. For printed emulsion constructs,
Ap was on average 733 and 63 larger, respectively.
TABLE I. Theoretical Minimum Distance dmin,t, Theoretical
Feature Size st, Theoretical Area At, Printed Area Ap and the
Ratio of Printed to Theoretical Area At/Ap of Channels
Printed With Hydrogel and the Emulsion for Horizontal and
Vertical Channel Orientation with n 5 5
Material

Orientation

dmin,t
(mm)

st
(mm)

At
(mm2)

Ap
(mm2)

Hydrogel

Horizontal
Horizontal 4x
Vertical
Horizontal
Horizontal 4x
Vertical

0.5
0.5
1
0.25
0.25
0.5

0.5
1
2
0.25
0.5
1

0.18
0.7
4
0.06
0.25
1

0.3 6 0.14
1.04 6 0.2
6.81 6 0.94
0.01 6 0.01
0.15 6 0.03
0.91 6 0.28

Emulsion

Horizontal represents the horizontal channels consisting of a single
filament, horizontal 43 the horizontal channels consisting of four filaments and vertical the channels in vertical orientation.

Regarding the inﬂuence on the shape, printed vertical
channels revealed a more circular channel cross-section
compared to the horizontal channels, which resulted in differently distinct ﬂattened ﬁlaments (Fig. 3).
Material effects
To assess the inﬂuence of the ink on feature size, At and Ap
were compared between the different materials used and
At/At and Ap/Ap summarized in Figure 5(B). In theory, the
cross-sectional area of the horizontal hydrogel channel consisting of a single ﬁlament is 33 larger compared to the
horizontal emulsion channel consisting of a single ﬁlament.
In reality, Ap of horizontal hydrogel channels consisting of a
single ﬁlament was on average 243 larger compared to the
corresponding emulsion channels. For horizontal hydrogel
channels consisting of four ﬁlaments the areas were theoretically 33 larger and practically 73 larger on average compared to the corresponding emulsion channels. For the
vertical channels, the area of the hydrogel channel is theoretically 43 larger than the area of the emulsion channel
and resulted in an average of a 73 larger area of printed
hydrogel channels compared to emulsion channels.
Regarding the inﬂuence on the shape, individual ﬁlaments of the hydrogel did not keep the round shape and
ﬂattened—leading to the path width of 500 mm and layer
height of 350 mm. Adjacent ﬁlaments merged and one connected channel was achieved. Single ﬁlaments of the emulsion were structurally more stable and the round shape of
the initial ﬁlament ﬂattened only slightly during deposition.
Adjacent ﬁlaments of the emulsion did not fully merge [Fig.
3(B)]. Hydrogel channels in vertical orientation revealed a
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FIGURE 4. Theoretical (At) and printed (Ap) channel cross-sectional area of (A) the hydrogel and (B) the emulsion. At is illustrated with a dashed
line; Ap is illustrated as column and indicated as means 6 standard deviation with n 5 5. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. The values correspond to At and
Ap from Table I.

circular channel cross-section but an inhomogeneous channel shape with visible inﬂuences from the printing layers,
while the cross-section of emulsion channels in vertical orientation was rather square but a homogeneous channel
shape in the longitudinal axis was achieved. The connection
between adjacent hydrogel ﬁlaments was strengthened with
the chemical crosslinking after printing and the printed
structure was much stronger compared to the emulsion.
More complex channel geometries
More complex channel geometries in the shape of L, T, S, U,
and X were printed within bulk material. Schematics of the
printing paths which were used to generate the different
channels and the bulk phase are illustrated in Figure 6(A).
Qualitative analysis performed by mCT [Fig. 6(B)] showed
the feasibility of printing the different geometries consisting
of various rectangular elements and intersections with connecting channels. Material accumulation in the channel
structures was visible at curvatures. For sequential rectangular elements near each other, such as at the S-shape, the
material accumulation was even further enhanced and had

to be compensated with a locally larger feature size for
printing; in contrast to multiple rectangular elements with
larger distance, such as the U-shape. The additional material
got dragged into the curvature of rectangular elements
nearby. Additionally, a difference in layer height was noticed
at the intersection of connecting channels for all samples.
The ratios between printed channel volumes quantitatively
analyzed with mCT and theoretical channel volumes were
between 1.3 and 2.4 (Table II), implying that the printed
channels all had larger volumes compared to the theoretical
channels.
Inﬂuence of cell-embedding on feature size and shape
To assess the inﬂuence of cell-embedding, ﬂuorescently
labeled cells with a different color for each phase were
embedded into the hydrogel and compared to an equal
setup without cells in which the two hydrogel phases were
ﬂuorescently stained. The geometries used in More complex
channel geometries section could be printed with cellcontaining bioink with the same feature size as the pure
hydrogel and allowed channel fabrication in equal size [Fig.

FIGURE 5. Structure orientation effects (A) and material effects (B) on theoretical and printed channels made of hydrogel or emulsion in horizontal and vertical orientation. Effects are indicated with deviation factors At/At and Ap/Ap. For example was At of the hydrogel channel in vertical
orientation 233 larger than At of the hydrogel channel consisting of a single filament in horizontal orientation. Horizontal represents horizontally
oriented channels consisting of a single filament, horizontal 43 horizontally oriented channels consisting of four filaments and vertical channels
in vertical orientation.
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FIGURE 6. (A) schematics of different channel geometries embedded in the bulk material. (B) negative mCT images of the 3D printed hydrogel
constructs. The outer dimensions of the investigated volume of interest are indicated with the box.

7(A,B)]. Comparing the representative images of the cellcontaining group to the hydrogel-only group [Fig. 7(A–D)],
the shape of curvatures and intersections were more imprecise for the cell-containing structures compared to the noncellular structures, whereas no difference in the shape of
the straight parts of the structures was detected. Cells were
homogeneously distributed in the material and stayed
within their phase after printing and crosslinking.

leaching took place continuously in all samples starting at
the interface between channel and bulk material. After 3 h
only a weak TRITC signal was detected in all groups, indicating that the support material was almost completely
leached from the smallest to the largest channel size. The
bulk material remained stable revealing an intact hollow
channel after gelatin leaching.
DISCUSSION

Generation of hollow channels
The creation of hollow channels within a bulk-material consisting of alginate-gelatin hydrogel was achieved by using
gelatin as support material for the channel phase during
printing and leaching the gelatin subsequently once the construct was printed. Figure 8 illustrates schematics of the
investigated geometries as well as ﬂuorescent images of the
printed samples in longitudinal and cross-sectional view.
The representative ﬂuorescent images indicate the leaching
of gelatin during 3 h at 37  C, with the amount of remaining
gelatin correlating with the orange TRITC signal. Gelatin
TABLE II. Volume Analysis of the More Complex Channel
Structures Printed With Hydrogel (n 5 1)
Geometry
L-shape
T-shape
S-shape
U-shape
X-shape

Vp (mm3)

Vt (mm3)

Vp/Vt (L)

1.7
2.2
4.1
2.9
4.6

1.3
1.6
2.1
1.7
1.9

1.3
1.3
1.9
1.7
2.4

Channel volume of printed geometries Vp, theoretical channel volume Vt within the same VOI, and the ratio of printed to theoretical
channel volume Vp/Vt are compared.

The 3D bioprinting promises high potential for the fabrication of more complex ﬁlled or hollow stable channels which
cannot be generated with conventional methods. To improve
channel fabrication with ﬁlament-based deposition, the main
interests of this study were to determine the inﬂuence of
structure orientation and ink on the smallest possible feature size and shape of the channels, the inﬂuence of the
printed geometry and embedded cells. The ﬁndings show
that these inﬂuences signiﬁcantly affect the resulting channels, and will serve as basis for the design of larger constructs containing channels for ﬁlament-based deposition.
More sophisticated 3D channels ﬁlled with a stimulative
environment will help to overcome certain limitations in
nerve regeneration5 or to generate hollow channels for tissue engineering larger constructs to improve nutrients and
oxygen supply.
As expected, structure orientation did have a remarkable
inﬂuence on ﬁlament-based printed objects. We assumed
that the minimum of two points in one plane needed to
induce the material outﬂow is the main cause for larger vertically aligned structures, since these points were orthogonal
to the channel axis—in contrast to horizontal structures
where the two points were on the channel axis and the
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FIGURE 7. Fluorescent images of hydrogel constructs with different channel geometries. (A) and (B) show printed CellTrackerTM-labeled hMSCs
embedded in the bulk phase (green) and in the channel phase (red). (C) and (D) show hydrogel samples without cells stained with FITC in the
bulk phase (green) and TRITC in the channel phase (orange). Images in (A) and (C) are illustrated in bottom view, images in (B) and (D) in lateral
view. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

most simple channel structure consisted of only one ﬁlament [Figs. 1(A,C) and 2]. Surprisingly, the results revealed
an equally signiﬁcant inﬂuence due to additional material
deposition in vertical channels. Material accumulation took
place at curvatures and the additional material had to be
compensated by extending the minimum distance between
adjacent ﬁlaments when curvatures were located in the

middle of the geometry, which was the case for vertical
channels [Fig. 1(F)]. For horizontal channels printed with
straight ﬁlaments the additional material was eluded at the
open border and did not affect the structure of the channels
[Fig. 1(D–E)]. Both applied inks, hydrogel, and emulsion,
were affected equally. It seems that most 3D printed constructs are affected from material accumulation at

FIGURE 8. Gelatin leaching to generate hollow channels embedded in a hydrogel bulk. Schematics of the constructs indicate the different sizes
of the hollow channels and the image orientation. Representative fluorescent images of the samples in longitudinal and cross-sectional view are
illustrated at different time points (0, 30, 90, and 180 min). Bulk phase (green) contains alginate-gelatin hydrogel and is labeled with FITC; channel phase (orange) contains gelatin and is labeled with TRITC. The intensity of the orange dye indicates the remaining gelatin. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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curvatures, for example the printed agar30 or hydroxyapatite
scaffold.31,32 However in the majority of the studies the
geometry itself is not affected since it is printed with
straight ﬁlaments20–22 and the additional material can be
eluded at the open border. Material accumulation is not
always equally distinctive and is sometimes less visible,
such as the curved hydrogel channel in Ref. 25 which is
embedded in a hydrogel bulk with the same color. Material
accumulation could probably be reduced by a locally faster
printing speed or lower deposition rate at curvatures. The
option to change one of these two parameters during the
fabrication of a construct, however, was not provided by
Fab@Home. Differences in ﬁlament shape of the different
inks are clearly visible in Figure 3. We assume that the
shape of a ﬁlament is related to material characteristics
such as viscosity, rheological behavior and surface tension
but also to the printing- and solidiﬁcation process. One previous study assigned the effect of different ﬁber diameters
and scaffold architectures of various hydrogels to their gelation rate,33 another study reported the inﬂuence of the ink
on path width and length.26 Path width and layer height
reﬂected the shape of the ﬁlament cross-section, with a
width-to-height ratio of 1:1 for round ﬁlaments such as the
emulsion and a larger width-to-height ratio for oval crosssections as it was the case for the hydrogel used in this
study. The larger width-to-height ratio of deposited ﬁlaments is often found in hydrogel printing. For example PEGDA used in Ref. 26 was printed with 800 mm path width
and 600 mm layer height and pure alginate was implemented with 800 mm path width and 190 mm layer height.23
However, the shape of a printed ﬁlament is not related to
the mechanical stability of the whole construct. The emulsion ﬁlament almost kept its shape as it was deposited from
the printer without crosslinking procedure, but the printed
construct completely lacked mechanical stability; it collapsed at the slightest contact. The hydrogel in contrast ﬂattened during deposition but revealed strong mechanical
integrity after crosslinking.
The used ink had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the smallest
possible distance between adjacent ﬁlaments and thus the
feature size to print a decent geometry (Table I). In case the
value of the theoretical area was within the range of the
associated areas from printed channels the printing parameters were properly chosen (Fig. 4). This was only achieved
for one group per ink. To deﬁne printing parameters which
exactly ﬁt geometries in different orientations is challenging.
The Ap/At ratios indicate whether the theoretical area is
underestimated (Ap/At > 1), or overestimated (Ap/At < 1).
The overestimated area is also visible as cavities within the
printed object, which can be seen in the emulsion channel
in horizontal orientation consisting of four ﬁlaments in Figure 3(B).
Other groups using bioinks with comparable properties
to the hydrogel used in this study reached similar or even
larger minimal feature sizes with a ﬁlament-based deposition; they printed alginate-gelatin with 800 mm path
width,14 alginate with 800 mm,23 hyaluronan with 500 mm34
or PEG-DA with 800 mm.26 Smaller feature sizes were

achieved by printing pure gelatin (7% (w/v)) with a path
width of 400 mm24 or pure alginate (2 mg mL21) with 300
mm.33 Both inks were less viscous compared to the bioink
containing 10% (w/v) gelatin plus 2% (w/v) alginate in
this study, which probably allowed printing smaller features.
The gelatin concentration in Ref. 24 was sufﬁcient for its
application as temporary support material; the pure alginate
printed in a CaCl2-bath to generate 3D constructs resulted
in a limited stacking of multiple layers.33 We observed in a
previous study that alginate printed directly in a CaCl2-bath
cannot bind between layers.15 In our hydrogel, gelatin
induced immediate construct stability allowing for the alginate to be crosslinked only after fabrication, which enabled
binding between layers and the generation of a mechanical
integer 3D construct. The inclusion of hydroxyapatite
enabled visualization of the printed construct with mCT. This
favorable combination was a compromise which resulted in
a slightly larger minimal feature size. With a lower resolution an overall larger size of the 3D construct can be
achieved, as printing resolution is directly related to the
size of the biofabricated sample.8 Time is restricted if living
cells are included in the printing process: A lengthy exposure of cells to the high stress level during processing can
be detrimental, and hydrogels desiccate over time.
A higher printing resolution and greater scaffold stability can be achieved with different methods. For printing
scaffold material only, a larger variety of materials, crosslinking and/or post-treatment procedures can be applied
since potential cytotoxic substances can be removed after
scaffold fabrication, would allow for an ink with more favorable printing characteristics.35 In that case cells can be
seeded afterwards; however, this excludes the advantage of a
targeted cell placement within the 3D construct given by the
cell-based 3D bioprinting. Smaller feature sizes could also be
achieved for example with inkjet printing, which was used to
print ﬁbrin ﬁbers containing endothelial cells with 93 mm
ﬁber diameter.21 During inkjet printing cells are exposed to
higher shear forces induced by the small ﬂuid volumes which
may cause damage to cells.36 Inkjet printing requires less viscous substrate solutions and the ﬁnal constructs result in an
overall smaller size due to limited construct stability especially in 3D—examples using inkjet printing in combination
with hydrogels are therefore rather limited.35 With the focus
on a combined cell-biomaterial deposition to generate 3D tissues, more requirements on the bioink and the printing process have to be fulﬁlled, which implies the compromise in
resolution. However there is large potential to further
develop this approach, especially from the materials technology side. The associated crosslinking process to achieve stable constructs has to be considered since it strongly affects
gelation time and resulting strength of the hydrogel, may
induce clogging of the printing tip during fabrication and
often entails unwanted cytotoxic side-products. Printed agarose ﬁlaments, for example, fused under their own weight
due to the slow gelation rate.33 A chitosan scaffold crosslinked with sodium hydroxide- ethanol was biocompatible
when seeded with cells afterwards37; however, the crosslinker is detrimental to cells and cannot be used for cell-
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embedding. Also 2-photon-polymerization, which allowed
PEG-DA scaffold fabrication in nm resolution, is not suitable
for cell embedding since residual material from the used
photoinitiators seemed to diffuse out of the polymer and
resulted in impaired cell viability.38
The geometry did have an inﬂuence on feature size and
shape of the printed channels, which is no surprise regarding
the ﬁndings about material accumulation at curvatures in the
middle of an object. Additional material which was deposited
at sequential rectangular elements in short distance to each
other such as the S-shape had to be compensated with a locally
larger path width in the printing script resulting in a locally
larger feature size in the ﬁnal construct. However, this did not
affect the ratios of printed to theoretical channel volumes in
the VOI of the complex channels, which were within the range
of hydrogel channels consisting of a single ﬁlament in horizontal orientation (Tables I and II). Anyhow, a trend toward a
higher ratio of printed to theoretical channel volume was
detected of geometries with more rectangular elements and
intersections such as the S- and X-shape, which coincides with
the observations from the qualitative image analysis regarding
material accumulation and shape deformation. For the investigation of more complex channels a horizontal orientation was
chosen due to the smaller possible feature sizes; nerve regeneration was for example addressed in the range between 100
and 600 mm.7 The smaller branched channels could be connected, if needed, with larger channels in vertical orientation.
The embedding of cells in the bioink is a great advantage
of 3D biofabrication allowing the generation of elaborated
cell-based 3D tissue constructs. Multiple cell types can be
printed in speciﬁc locations overcoming limitations of random cell distribution and uncontrolled ingrowth due to cell
seeding by hand.39 However, the addition of cells to the
hydrogel precursor altered the concentration of the bioink—
and as we showed, the ink can signiﬁcantly affect the printed
ﬁlaments and thus the shape of the 3D construct (Material
effects section). The more complex channel structures were
used to compare printed hydrogel channels with [Fig. 7(A,B)]
and without cells [Fig. 7(C,D)] to assess various facets of
printing with multiple straight and rectangular elements as
well as crossings. Embedding of cells did not inﬂuence material behavior during printing and led to the same feature size
as obtained for hydrogel-only samples. The slightly less precise shape of the cell-containing hydrogel channels and a
slightly weaker construct can be related to the reduced
hydrogel concentration, which might have resulted in less
spots for the crosslinker to attach. As it has been shown, cellular self-assembly is a powerful mechanism of engineering
tissue, as the example of a self-assembled branched structure
built of ﬁbroblast spheroids has shown.11 Therefore, the
slightly changed ink properties are not expected to have a
negative inﬂuence on tissue engineering. Printing channels
containing living cells shows great potential for tissue reconstruction especially when cells in adjacent phases stay in
their location but the phases remain physically connected
after crosslinking, which was the case in this study.
Hollow channels could for example be important for
nutrient and oxygen transport as well as the removal of
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waste products. The successful generation of hollow channels
requires a setup which allows the removal of the support
structure in the channel phase as well as a stable 3D bulk
construct during and after processing. Gelatin was almost
completely leached within only 3 h for all printed channels
independent of their size (Fig. 8). From the cross-sectional
images it could be observed that gelatin leaching started at
the interface of the support structure, with the gelatin in the
middle of the support phase being only leached after 3 h.
The generation of channels in an alginate-gelatin bulk material with gelatin as support structure showed advantages
compared to other approaches. The smallest hollow channel
generated via alginate leaching in gelatin methacrylamidegellan hydrogel had a diameter of 4 mm,23 compared to the
smallest hollow channel of 500 3 350 mm2 presented herein.
Smaller vessels with 300 mm in diameter were achieved with
scaffold-free cell printing,11 but the lack of mechanical integrity, which is usually provided by the hydrogel, limits this
technique to small constructs.
In this study the generation of ﬁlled and hollow channels within 3D constructs made by ﬁlament-based 3D bioprinting was investigated using the smallest possible feature
size for every setup. Parameters examined included those
potentially inﬂuencing feature size and shape of the channels, in particular structure orientation, ink, geometry, and
cell-embedding.
CONCLUSION

A systematic investigation revealed a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of
structure orientation, geometry and ink on the smallest possible feature size and shape of ﬁlament-based printed 3D
channels. The inﬂuence on feature size could mainly be
attributed to the need of connecting two points in one
printing plane in ﬁlament printing and to material accumulation at curvatures of the printing path which affected vertically oriented channels. Material accumulation occurred
also at more complex geometries with multiple rectangular
elements nearby or crossings and is therefore important to
consider when designing tissue constructs and the corresponding printing path. On the basis of these results we
suggest designing complex channels with rectangular elements with minimum three path width distance to limit the
increase in feature size by avoiding excessive material accumulation. Because of the signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the ink on
feature size and shape of the channels the material should
be analyzed prior to 3D tissue printing. Adding cells to the
hydrogel did not alter feature size and shape of the channels. Hollow channels could be generated in different sizes
within the same time. For alginate-gelatin (-hydroxyapatite),
the smallest printed channel was 500 3 350 mm2 for ﬁlled
channels as well as for hollow channels using gelatin as
support material. The 3D constructs with anisotropic structures could be organized to produce the best possible outcome. For the design of larger constructs with a branched
channel-system it would imply larger channels orientated
vertically and smaller branched channels oriented horizontally. The cell-hydrogel system presented in this study provides a solid basis for the generation of ﬁlled and hollow
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3D channels for various tissues with the potential to be further developed to address applications such as nerve generation or vasculature.
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